The TripSpark Field Trip Management Module provides the tools you need to keep track of all aspects of a field trip. From the initial request to generating permission slips, your web-based software solution makes building a field trip easy. Trips are fairly and equitably distributed among drivers. Set rules based upon seniority, hours worked, proper experience, availability and other district guidelines.

LOWERS COSTS AND INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

- Detailed trip requests can be entered via a secure Internet Web site and submitted electronically for approval, with the capability for email notification. This is a huge time-saver and reduction in paperwork.
- Eliminates possibility of “lost” field trip requests and reduces the time spent entering requests by transportation department staff.
- Upon completion of trip, driver invoices are generated and payments are easily tracked.
- Teachers and administrators can generate permission slips.
- At the time a field trip is requested, it can be defined by type of trip and an associated billing rate. Flexible billing features offer a multitude of billing options.
- Automation power eliminates duplication of effort and streamlines processes.
- Total reporting capabilities to eliminate workload and traditional paperwork.

WHY INTEGRATION MATTERS

Because your Field Trip Management software fully integrates with your central student database, your time and efforts are reduced when pulling together a field trip request. Having integral information at your fingertips makes it easy to develop trip rosters that include guardian and emergency information. Integration improves student safety by providing reminders about special needs, food allergy and other medical concerns for each student.
Robust calendar functionality enables you to drill down into details of trips by date.

Easy to use screens help you to keep track of trip details such as approvals, drivers, billing, and more.

Web module for automated requests and approvals helps reduce data entry.

Moving Together

TripSpark Technologies is a transportation technology company focused on helping schools and private operators increase the satisfaction of their transportation personnel and parents while also realizing cost savings and overcoming operational challenges. We are not just a vendor—we are your long-term strategic partner, offering the latest technologies while providing exceptional service and support.
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